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SUPRATEC Syneo showcases its volumetric dosing expertise at
the Cosmetic 360 trade fair
SUPRATEC Syneo, the bonding and industrial dosing expert, presents its volumetric
dosing systems for the 1st time in France at Cosmetic 360, the international trade fair for
innovations and solutions in the fragrance and cosmetics sector on 17 and 18 of October
2018 at the Carroussel du Louvre in Paris.
The not-to-be-missed event for operators in the fragrance and cosmetics sector,
Cosmetic 360 is the place of reference to find out the latest innovations and the beautyoriented services of tomorrow in the fragrance and cosmetics industry. SUPRATEC
Syneo is taking part in the event for the first time to showcase its know-how in highlevel dosing solutions for the sector.

Products adapted to the needs of the sector
As the exclusive distributor of Viscotec volumetric pumps, SUPRATEC Syneo offers
solutions which are particularly adapted to manufacturers’ constraints and needs.
Volumetric dosing offers microlitre accuracy and 99% repeatability, ensuring optimum
control of the application of very fine drops of all materials and degrees of viscosity. The
re-aspiration capacity of the volumetric dosing pumps sold by SUPRATEC Syneo
guarantees a very high level of accuracy with no “satellite” drops. It is thus possible to
achieve extremely careful dosage of pastes and viscous substances with limited loss for
high added-value products such as mascaras and lipsticks.

Savings for manufacturers
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For the manufacturers of this type of product, faced with increasingly large production
volumes and tight lead times, these solutions offer a significant saving in terms of
productivity. For lipsticks, the volumetric dosing pumps can dose pastes at a lower
temperature than standard systems, thus reducing costs linked to heating and heating
time, leading to a shorter, more reliable production process.

Come and meet us at the SUPRATEC Syneo stand
The SUPRATEC Syneo teams will be present at the Cosmetic 360 trade fair at stand E12,
where they will be presenting the advantages of our volumetric dosing systems. Visitors
will have the opportunity to drop off material for dosing to test the dosing solutions with
their own products.
 To know more about the trade fair and make an appointment at the stand:
https://www.cosmetic-360.com/fr/
An application laboratory on the SUPRATEC Syneo premises means your product dosing
can be tested all year round.
 For more information about our dosing solutions and to read our customer
testimonies: http://www.supratec-syneo.com/

About SUPRATEC
SUPRATEC was founded in 1962 and is an independent group specialising in the
creation of innovative solutions for industrial performance in sectors such as
assembly, safety and environmental technologies. The SUPRATEC Group today
employees over 200 people who work on a daily basis to create solutions and means
allowing industry to produce more, better. In our subsidiaries and support services,
we share a strong identity based on shared values: expertise, innovation and
entrepreneurship. With over 50 years of experience in the industry, we are continuing
to develop with organic and external growth, and today generate a turnover of 50
million Euros.

About SUPRATEC Syneo
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SUPRATEC Syneo, the expert in industrial dosing and bonding solutions, responds to
the challenges of precision application and durable bonding.
SUPRATEC Syneo assists its customers in setting up bonding processes through its
full range of equipment: extraction systems, adhesives and technical resins, silicones,
surface treatments, dosing systems, UV irradiation equipment and complete machines
With its expertise in all areas, SUPRATEC Syneo assists its customers in setting up
bespoke assembly lines. From the audit right through to integrating systems on an
automated production line, the teams assist their customers in the choice of
application systems and adhesive to respond to productivity issues in industrial
settings.
With its integrated application laboratory, SUPRATEC Syneo welcomes its customers
to test and co-develop their future assembly or dosing application.
SUPRATEC Syneo has produced over 500 applications and supports many French
industrialists for a wide variety of applications: cosmetics packaging, screen bonding,
protection of electronic components, application of resin or silicone, etc.
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